The application of overwhelming force applied at the I right time iii the right place which has led to the demise of powerful armies and nations throughout history. Arguably, since the birth of the United States military, the institutional norm has view combat r e as the application of the "Trigger Puller". Its viability is appropriate across the spectrum or levels of warfare, and it requires recognition from the tactical to the strategic leader. Appreciation and recognition of the necessity for the cohesive, parallel design and development of both factors are essential to successful conflict resolution.
As the military awakens to the importance of the logistics factor, it is imperative we institutionalize its rightful place in the Art of War. As demonstrated through history, failure to recognize the absolute importance of these interdependent factors can lead to failure and defeat! i 
INTRODUCTION
Combat Power -the application of overwhelming force applied at the right time in the right place which has led to the defeat of numerous adversaries since the advent of armed conflict! The power which enabled Alexander the Great, Napoleon, U.S. Grant, and Norman Schwarkopf to be successful in war.
It has been, is, and will continue to be an essential ingredient in successful conflict resolution or victory.
But, what is combat power? Is it bombs on target, riflemen at the front with superior firepower, or smart munitions? Is it a superb strategy implemented through the operational art resulting in proper tactical maneuvers and actions?
Unfortunately, there are still those in the armed forces who would answer "YES" to all of the above and firmly believe they had aptly described combat power! However, true combat power is comprised of more than the proverbial "Trigger Puller", e. The point is strategic thinkers down through the tactical commander at the small unit level must appreciate and plan for logistics if success is to be achieved.
CHAPTER 11

LOGISTICS & LOGISTIC PLANNING
Logistics is a tough subject to come to grips with and an even tougher capability to develop, manage, and apply. This difficulty and complexity increase as contemplated actions or plans for conflict move about and through the spectrum of warfare.
Logistics is multi-faceted, intricate, complex, and encompasses numerous issues and areas which are critical to success, but are often considered dull and not glamorous. Defense (DOD) official and his staff be able to plan for and execute it. As in the tactical, operational, and strategic realm of warfare there are principles or characteristics which should be considered and applied when working with the application of the "Trigger Puller" factor, the same is true when working with the logistics factor. The principles of logistics and the accompanying characteristics of logistic planning are appropriate across the levels of warfare.
While the arena in which each higher level takes place changes as does the complexity, gravity, and scope of the situation, the principles and characteristics remain germane. There must be honest assessments when the logistics means may not be available to achieve success, and the willingness to take certain calculated risks to achieve success when necessary. These characteristics of planning must be demanded by the commander and actively exercised by all the planners irrespective of discipline represented. It does not matter whether it is a military operation to achieve a singular battlefield objective or the introduction of a new weapon system at the national (or strategic) level, adherence and practice of these planning characteristics will help to insure success.
When conducting logistic planning, certain time tested and proven principles must be kept in the forefront and applied throughout the process.
These principles describe what logistics should be and how it should be executed throughout the spectrum or levels of conflict. These principles are: To reinforce this argument and support its concept, it is necessary to look at logistics as it applies across the spectrum or levels of warfare.
TACTICAL LEVEL
The tactical level of warfare is officially defined as, "The level of war at which battles and engagements are planned and executed to accomplish military objectives assigned to tactical units or task forces. Activities at this level focus on the ordered arrangement and maneuver of combat elements in relation to each other and to the enemy to achieve combat objectives." 
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In order to bring about these changes, it will require effort by the logistics community and recognition by the other military disciplines of the logistics factor and Its importance as a learned trait. Initially, perhaps the most important role will be at the military school house where curriculum changes can be made to insure logistics or, more importantly, the consequences of failure to consider and appreciate logistics is demonstrated to the attending officers. Yet, school book learning is normally only effective when it is reinforced through the "School of Hard Knocks" or experience and practical application. This demands both the logistician and the operator work in concert to bring logistics play into the realm of war games and other exercises.
Here again, it is important (and certainly advocated by the author) logistics not impede the desired effect of the exercise, but it be incorporated in a manner to compliment the desired results and lessons to be learned.
Bottom line, if we are successful in training the trainers, the trickle down effect will work in our favor and help to break any remaining organizational resistance to logistics.
This will lead to a greater appreciation of the logistics factor in the Combat Power Equation and establish logistics in its rightful place in the Art of War.
CHAPTER V CONCLUSION
Logistics -"the unseen hand that determines success or failure on the battlefield" (18), but above all, a critical element in our nation's ability to maintain creditable instruments of national power -is an essential ingredient to successful conflict resolution. It is a primary factor in the Combat Power Equation which must be put in its proper place in the realm of military subjects and disciplines. Its validity as a crucial element of war is time tested and history proven.
It is applicable throughout all levels of command and warfare.
It is not the "other thing" done by the "geek in the rear with the gear", but a critical factor which demands equal footing with the "Trigger Puller" as a nation looks to apply its combat power to achieve objectives. It is essential to the eighteen year old combatant out front closing with and destroying the enemy; and it is essential to the Secretary of Defense as he approves and pushes new systems and programs for the security of the nation. Its importance demands the U. S. military establishment continue to initiate changes within its hierarchy to institutionalize the logistics factor to insure future leaders are properly prepared to plan and execute a balanced Combat Power Equation.
Future success in conflict, as in the past, will be dependent on our ability as a fighting force and a nation to exercise all the Arts of War -strategy, operations, tactics, and iogistics!
